
             

cIc UpdATES FOREIGN WORkER

MANUAL pROvISIONS RELATING TO

INTRAcOMpANY TRANSFEREES

henry J. chang

Citizenship and Immigration Canada ("CIC")

recently updated its Foreign Worker Manual

("FWM"), which provides guidance to CIC and

Canada Border Services Agency ("CBSA") offi-

cers who adjudicate work permit applications.

The updated version includes revisions to sec-

tions that describe the C12 (Section 5.31) and

NAFTA (Appendix G, Sections 4.1 and 4.3)

intracompany transferee ("ICT") exemptions

from the Labour Market Opinion requirement.

Both the C12 ICT and NAFTA ICT exemptions

apply to executives, managers, and specialized

knowledge workers who are transferring from

one entity to another within the same multina-

tional organization. These two ICT exemptions

are essentially identical. However, the NAFTA

ICT exemption applies to citizens of  the United

States and Mexico only, while the C12 ICT

exemption applies to all nationalities.

The first change is a positive one. It clarifies that

the foreign national must have worked outside

Canada for a related entity of  the Canadian

employer for at least one year within the three

years preceding the date of  the initial work per-

mit application. This is intended to address cases

where the foreign national has already been work-

ing in Canada for at least three years.

Prior to the clarification, there was some uncer-

tainty whether such a foreign national could seek

an extension of  his or her ICT work permit after

the first three years, despite the fact that the max-

imum period of  stay is seven years for execu-

tives/managers and five years for specialized

knowledge workers. If  the relevant three-year

period preceded the date of  the foreign national's

current application, rather than the date of  the ini-

tial application, it would be impossible for any

ICT to ever reach the maximum periods of  stay

allowed under these exemptions. The revision

adopts the most logical interpretation.

Unfortunately, the second change is not as logical

as the first, and seems to serve no purpose other

than to inconvenience Canadian employers. The

updated version of  the FWM now states that the

foreign national must be currently employed by the

multinational organization that plans to transfer

him or her to Canada.

CIC may be taking the position that a foreign

national should not be considered an ICT unless

he or she is actually transferring from the related

foreign entity (i.e. employed by the related entity

immediately prior to the transfer). However, this

is an overly-mechanical interpretation and it vio-

lates established principles of  NAFTA reciproci-

ty.
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“OB 438 states that a temporary pause has been placed on new
applications filed under the Federal Skilled Worker Program ("FSWP"), exclud-
ing applications received under the PhD eligibility stream and those with a quali-
fying offer of  arranged employment.”
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Prior to the revision, a foreign national was only

required to work outside Canada with the related

entity for at least one year within the three years

preceding the work permit application. In other

words, the foreign national could have worked for

the related foreign entity for one year during the

previous three years but then have worked for an

unrelated company during the year immediately

prior to transferring to the Canadian employer.

As long as the foreign national had at least one

year of  employment abroad with the related for-

eign entity during the three years prior to the

application, he or she could still qualify as an ICT.

This has also been the longstanding position of

United States Citizenship and Immigration

Services and United States Customs & Border

Protection when adjudicating ICT applications

(known in the U.S. as L-1 petitions) filed on

behalf  of  Canadian citizens. It is clear that the

revision to the NAFTA ICT guidelines violates

principles of  reciprocity since the U.S.

Government does not impose such a restriction

on Canadians who apply as ICTs in the United

States. Although principles of  reciprocity do not

necessarily apply to the C12 ICT exemption,

given the fact that it was modelled after the

NAFTA ICT exemption it seems illogical to

impose this requirement on C12 ICTs also.

Until this problem is resolved, multinational

organizations can still satisfy the new requirement

by rehiring the foreign national abroad immedi-

ately before his or her transfer to the Canadian

employer. Unfortunately, this is an added incon-

venience for such employers. 

cIc ANNOUNcES TEMpORARY pAUSE

ON MOST FEdERAL SkILLEd WORkER

AppLIcATIONS ANd ALL FEdERAL

IMMIGRANT INvESTOR AppLIcATIONS

henry J. chang

On June 29, 2012, Citizenship and Immigration

Canada ("CIC") published Operational Bulletin

438 ("OB 438"), which provides guidance on the

recently issued Ministerial Instructions that came

into force on July 1, 2012.

OB 438 states that a temporary pause has been

placed on new applications filed under the

Federal Skilled Worker Program ("FSWP"),

excluding applications received under the PhD

eligibility stream and those with a qualifying offer

of  arranged employment. The effective date of

the temporary pause was July 1, 2012. As of  that

date, the only FSWP applications that will be

accepted are those filed by:

a) Skilled workers with a valid offer of  arranged

employment.

b) International students enrolled in a PhD pro-

gram at a provincially or territorially recog-

nized private or public post-secondary educa-

tional institution in Canada who:

1) Have completed at least two years of

study towards a PhD;

2) Are in good academic standing at the time

they apply;

3) Are not recipients of  an award requiring

them to return to their home country to

apply their knowledge and skills; OR

International students who graduated from a

PhD program at a provincially or territorially
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recognized private or public post-secondary

educational institution in Canada who:

1) Graduated no more than 12 months

before the date their application is

received;

2) Did not receive an award which required

them to return to their home country to

apply their knowledge and skills (or did,

but have satisfied the terms of  the award).

A maximum of  1,000 applications from the PhD

eligibility stream will be considered for process-

ing each year. Applications will be considered in

the order they are received.

The first cap year for the PhD stream began 

on November 5, 2011, and will end on 

October 31, 2012. Unless otherwise indicated in

a future Ministerial Instruction, the cap will be

automatically reset on November 1, 2012. 
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